1. **ENERGY SAVINGS:** A BOMI-HP understands how a building operates at peak efficiency and can implement an effective energy management program. With a working knowledge of all integrated building systems and their care and maintenance, a BOMI-HP can reduce expenses attributed to wasted energy.

2. **TENANT RETENTION:** A BOMI-HP is educated on the methods of measuring tenant satisfaction levels. A BOMI-HP can collect, analyze, and effectively communicate tenant data to the appropriate parties for implementation!

3. **FACILITIES STYLE & IMAGE:** The BOMI-HP understands strategic and sustainable planning principles. The BOMI-HP is skilled in creating a facilities management plan that will positively affect your organization’s triple bottom line!

4. **REDUCED RISK:** A BOMI-HP is knowledgeable of the state and federal environmental policies that have been enacted. The BOMI-HP can implement the core competencies needed to maintain a high-performing facility and keep your operation in good legal standing.

5. **ETHICAL LEADERSHIP:** A BOMI-HP understands that one of the key components to energy savings is to engage with tenants, staff, and other occupants. A BOMI-HP can leverage their knowledge to implement a unified approach to sustainable practices, reducing operating costs!

Growing occupant demand, investor pressures, and building code requirements have led to a new standard in high-performance building, driving many markets to mandate comprehensive sustainability and energy-efficiency programs. To meet this challenge, BOMI International developed the new High-Performance Program to further enhance the competencies—knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to perform key job functions—of industry professionals who are responsible for implementing sustainable initiatives.

The three-course High-Performance Program delivers an integrated and practical curriculum designed by industry leaders and Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to provide the advanced knowledge you need to:

- Create and apply sustainable initiatives
- Optimize current and future high-performance building operations
- Maximize cost-savings and environmental stewardship
- Increase your earning potential in the industry
Let’s Talk Numbers:

More than 90,000 property and facility management professionals have turned to BOMI International for their continuing education, professional development, and staff training needs.

99% of graduates say that obtaining a credential from BOMI has improved their knowledge of Property/Facility Management.

97% of graduates say that obtaining a credential from BOMI has helped to improve their job performance.

93% of graduates say that obtaining a credential from BOMI has been important to their career.

99% of graduates are satisfied with the currency, relevance, and thoroughness of BOMI’s course content.

Credential Requirements:

Participants will complete three industry-related courses to earn the BOMI-HP designation!

• **High-Performance Sustainable Building Principles**—This course provides a comprehensive overview of the program and exposes learners to the critical components of sustainability where building systems and the ecosystem intersect. Industry professionals will gain insight into understanding and tackling building performance issues that impact local environmental issues and global climate change; integrating high-performance building standards and guidelines; identifying and overcoming the hurdles to achieving true high-performance; and attaining top-to-bottom organizational buy-in for sustainable building initiatives.

• **High-Performance Sustainable Building Practices**—This course identifies the critical no-cost and low-cost sustainable initiatives that every building professional can start implementing now. Throughout this course, you will learn how to effectively optimize and apply sustainable best practices, which cover every aspect of the built environment, to drive operational efficiencies for a high-performance building.

• **High-Performance Sustainable Building Investments**—This course delivers the strategies needed for building a business case for high-performance investments. Learners will practice bundling social, environmental, and economic factors, fully integrating all facets of the triple bottom line. By leveraging analysis tools such as ROI, NPV, and IRR, learners will be equipped to promote and gain buy-in for sustainability and high-performance investment projects.

Flexible Study Methods:

BOMI International offers a variety of study methods, allowing learners to develop their professional skill-set, while having the flexibility to choose a course that best fits their schedule and individual learning style.

• Instructor-led Online
• Corporate Onsite Instruction
• Accelerated Review
• Semester-Length Classroom
• Self-Study

Ready to Get Started?

We’re here to help: Contact one of our Education Coordinators today! 1.800.235.BOMI or service@bomi.org